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• Preferences>Advanced>Station Profile> US Mode

Importing Audio

You can drag and drop, or use File>Import or ⌘T to import one audio file at a time.

OR to import multiple files, click on the clipboard and use any of those to import multiple 
files all at once.

KEYBOARD SHORTCUTS

“B” will split a piece of audio into two.

⌘ Drag :  Move clips into the clipboard

Zooming:  	
 ⌘+ or F5 zooms in.   ⌘- or F4 zooms out.
	
 	
 Use 'H' to zoom to selection (and back)
	
 	
 ⌘F6 will fit your entire project to the timeline

Scrubbing:
	
 	
 Use the J(reverse) and L(forward) keys. Hold them down to play the audio and 
	
 	
 search for a good edit point. Press the ‘Shift’ key first to play in slow motion.

Set an “In” and “Out” first, and “B” will split both sides of the in and out.
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“Double click” to remove ‘In’ and ‘Out’ settings

“Triple click” on an empty space between audio clips to select it.

Create ‘Duck’ audio by setting and in and out, then grab the top of the bar to lower the audio

EDITING TIPS

The cursor changes to different tools as you move it:

Rehearse
	
 ‘Rehearsing allows you to listen to your audio before deleting a segment - to see how it 
	
 sounds.

i. Set your ‘in’ and ‘out’ on the piece you wish to delete
ii. Press ‘Shift’ ‘Control’ ‘Space bar’ - the audio will play and skip over the segment marked 

for deletion.  If you like the edit, now you can delete the piece of audio.

Arrange Order of Tracks
	
 File>Properties>Tracks
	
 Select and track and use the + or - buttons to change their order

Track Height
Shift Command + or -
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